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commands it, becomes a * mummery, stuffed and dead \
To forbid people to dispute the truth of Christianity,
for instance, is to do Christianity the worst possible
service. It is to rob it of the springs of life, which are
choice and criticism. There is no creed, no -ism, no
cause which should not be given its full chance of
life. Mill has sufficient faith in humanity to believe
that the inherently silly will collapse in time beneath
its own folly, and that the inherently sensible will,
after long years and long discussion, gradually become
woven into the texture of common thought. In
fact, Mill is really preaching the survival of the fittest
in the world of ideas. But, even should man make
gross blunders and reject what he should retain, no
possible good can be achieved by authoritarian inter-
ference. Prop up Christianity with the pillars of the
State, and Christianity immediately loses its genuine
characteristics : call in Caesar to save Christ, and he
at once destroys Him. No sooner did Christianity
become * successful', no sooner did it capture the
seats of government and assume the weapons of perse-
cution than it became, from the point of view of eternity,
a disastrous failure. In the same way any school of
thought, by demanding a monopoly of the intellectual
world and by enforcing that demand with lash or law,
commits suicide, It ceases to be thought. Mill's plea
for intellectual liberty is a tremendous indictment of
Caesarism, a creed which puts social calm before social
vitality. The Caesarist wishes to shuffle off all the
burden and responsibility of choice upon the shoulders
of a super-man ; the world is a rank garden : he will play
the cabbage and leave the tending of weeds to sucfa as
will take on the task. That way, says Mill, lies only a
drowsy peace, which is the very antithesis of
as he interpreted it.

